We subjected the time series of quasi-rigid-body vibration pulses ͑elastic emissions͒ from laboratory fracture carried out by a piezoelectric accelerometer on concrete and rock specimens under uniaxial compression to statistical analysis. In both cases, we find that the waiting-time distribution can be described by a scaling law extending over several orders of magnitude. This law is indistinguishable from a universal scaling law recently proposed for the waiting-time distributions of acoustic emissions in heterogeneous materials and earthquakes, suggesting its general validity for fracture processes independent of modes and magnitude scales.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fracture in stressed-strained heterogeneous materials occurs as the culmination of progressive damage, which is accompanied by the spontaneous release of stored strain energy in the form of transient elastic waves ͓acoustic emission ͑AE͔͒ ͓1-8͔. Numerous investigations established that AE phenomenon varies while materials experience evolving damage ͓9-11͔. Examples include two major damage mechanisms in composite materials-matricial cracks and decohesion between fiber and matrix-characterized by different AE amplitude distributions and rates ͓12͔. Furthermore, AE energy released in different stages of damage process is concentrated in different sections of the frequency range. In particular, the observed frequency drop in the late stages of damage suggests the transition from microcracking regime to large cracks formation, which eventually leads to the material failure. Recently, a distinction between high-frequency and low-frequency AE, the latter called elastic emission ͑ELE͒, has been proposed ͓11͔. ELEs are defined as AEs whose half-wavelengths are greater than the maximum size of propagation medium. This is a remarkable issue since an ELE event would imply a rigid vibration of the body, while high-frequency AEs are purely vibration modes of the body, including longitudinal ͑P͒, shear ͑S͒, and surface ͑Rayleigh͒ waves, due to microcrack growth ͓4,9͔. Actually, ELEs are quasi-rigid-body vibrations resulting from the specimen flexibility and the constraints ͑specimen-platen contact with fric-tion͒. The propagation of macrocracks, revealed by large stress drops, is preceded by bursts of radially expanding dilatational pulses generated by crack opening. Here, the tem-poral evolution of these ELE pulses, which thus play the role of fracture precursors in concrete and rock specimens under compression, is analyzed. In particular, the validity of a universal scaling law found for high-frequency AE and for earthquakes is investigated also for the distribution of waiting times between such pulses.
II. DAMAGE MONITORING BY ACCELEROMETRIC TECHNIQUE
We investigate the fracture of a cubic concrete specimen ͑d = 0.1 m, = 2200 kg/ m 3 , and minimum elastic wave velocity v = 2100 m / s͒ and a Green Luserna Granite cylindrical specimen ͑base diameter d = 0.05 m, height h = 0.1 m, = 2480 kg/ m 3 , and v = 2450 m / s͒ subjected to uniaxial compression at constant displacement rates of 0.5 m s −1 for concrete and 1 m s −1 for granite, using a servohydraulic press with a maximum capacity of 500 kN. The specimens adhere to the press platens without any coupling material ͑specimen-platen contact with friction͒.
We focus on low-frequency quasi-rigid-body vibrations ͑ELE͒ using a piezoelectric accelerometer working in the range of 1-10 kHz ͑thus, the corresponding half-wavelengths are longer than the specimens size͒. The ELE pulses are characterized by the output response of the calibrated accelerometer ͑charge sensitivity of 9.20 pC/ m s −2 ͒, expressed in mm s −2 . The data are acquired at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz for the entire duration of the tests.
In order to filter out environmental background noise, we set the detection threshold at 40 dB ͑referred to 1 m s −2 ͒. In this way, we verify that no spurious signals are detected before the beginning of the test. Furthermore, we proceed to the identification and quantification of the mechanical noise of the press during the test.
The applied load on the concrete specimen and the accumulated number of detected ELE events as functions of time are reported in Fig. 1͑a͒ . The linearity of the load vs time-or displacement, being the test at constant displacement rate-curve characterizes a brittle behavior, where the specimen fails abruptly without any apparent accumulation of damage ͓13͔. As a matter of fact, the failure is preceded by a sudden increase in the ELE activity, which is a signature of developing damage process.
The granite specimen is instead characterized by a nonlinear segment of the load vs displacement curve ͑quasibrittle behavior ͓13͔͒, which is characterized by different load drops prior to the specimen failure ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒. Bursts of ELE activity precede the main load drops, suggesting propagation of large cracks before the specimen failure. In both cases, therefore, strong ELE activity announces serious structural damage, and it plays the role of fracture precursor.
The time series of ELE signals from concrete and rock specimens ͑Fig. 2͒ are subjected to time-frequency analysis, as shown in the two examples of Fig. 3; Fig. 3͑a͒ presents a 60 s time window, during fracture experiment on concrete, characterized by signals with energy content concentrated in the frequency range from 3 to 6 kHz, while the 60 s time window in Fig. 3͑b͒ contains signals emerging from the granite specimen with energy content spread over the range from 1 to 7 kHz.
The energy content of each ELE pulse is estimated by means of the spectral analysis of the local vibration velocity level, measured by the calibrated accelerometer attached at the specimen surface. Thus, the energy of ELE pulses ranges between 1.1ϫ 10 −13 J ͑10 −3 GeV͒ and 5.6ϫ 10 −8 J ͑346 GeV͒ for concrete, and between 1.3ϫ 10 −11 J ͑0.1 GeV͒ and 6.1ϫ 10 −7 J ͑3.7ϫ 10 3 GeV͒ for granite.
III. SCALING LAW FOR ELE WAITING-TIME DISTRIBUTIONS
The space-time organization of AE and earthquake source process is ruled by different scaling laws; among them, the most important are the Gutenberg-Richter ͑GR͒ law for the magnitude distribution ͓14͔ and the Omori law for the rate of aftershocks as a function of time from the main shock ͓15-21͔. In particular, the GR law can be expressed in terms of the mean event rate, R Mth ϵ N͑M th ͒ / T =10 a ϫ 10 −bM th / T, where N͑M th ͒ is the number of events with magnitude M Ն M th occurring in a certain region during a sufficiently long period T.
Bak et al. introduced a different way to study earthquake waiting times ͓22͔. Starting from this pioneer work, Corral ͓23͔ established that the distributions of waiting times between earthquakes follow a universal scaling law in different regions of the world and earthquake catalogs if rescaled by the mean rate R Mth . The scaling law introduced by Corral for earthquake sequences ͓23,24͔, and later confirmed by the experiments on fracture phenomena ͓25-27͔, is a very important universal law of crackling phenomena, which has been recently recovered by theoretical investigations of creep rupture phenomena based on fiber bundle models ͓28,29͔. The universal form of the scaling law is preserved also in the case of largely varying event rates-as, for example, during the presented experiments with periods dominated by pronounced ELE sequences prior to large stress drops ͑Fig. 3͒-if instantaneous rates r͑t͒ are used instead of mean rates R ͓23,25͔. We extend this approach to concrete and granite ELE time series, focusing on two quantities to characterize each ELE event: time of occurrence, defined here by the time of the peak amplitude a max , and magnitude, expressed in dB through the relation M = 20 log͑a max / 1 m s −2 ͒.
We choose a minimum magnitude M th for a given time series of ELE events ͑Fig. 3͒, in such a way that only the N͑M th ͒ events with magnitude M Ն M th are taken into account. All the events with M Ն M th define a point process in time where events occur at t i with 1 Յ i Յ N͑M th ͒, and therefore the waiting times can be obtained as i ϵ t i − t i−1 . For each threshold M th , the probability density function ͑PDF͒ of waiting times is denoted by p Mth ͑͒.
Therefore, the PDFs of rescaled waiting times i ϵ r͑t i ͒ Mth i from concrete and granite time series are obtained for several M th values, where the instantaneous rate r͑t͒ Mth for events with M Ն M th is defined by the direct and the inverse Omori laws introduced in seismicity ͓15,16͔, which characterize also foreshock and aftershock AE sequences with respect to the specimen failure ͓17-20͔. The inverse Omori law is applied here to describe the power-law increase in the ELE rate ͑foreshocks sequence͒ prior to the highest rate ͑main shock, which coincides with a critical load drop͒, increasing on average as a power law. More precisely, r͑t͒ Mth = r 0,Mth / ͓1+͑t c − t͒ / cЈ͔ p' , where t c − t is the time to the main shock occurring at t c , and r 0,Mth is the highest rate for M Ն M th ͑strength of the main shock͒. The parameters cЈ and pЈ are magnitude dependent as well; for example, the Omori law increase in concrete ͑M th =70 dB͒ and in granite ͑M th = 120 dB͒, respectively, yields pЈ =1, cЈ = 1.2 and pЈ = 0.4, cЈ = 0.2 ͑Figs. 4 and 5͒. Similarly, the power-law decay in the ELE rate after the main shock in granite specimen is described by the direct Omori law ͓1+͑t − t c ͒ / c͔ −p , with p = 0.5 and c = 0.6.
The observed deviations from the fitting Omori law, especially in the case of the aftershock sequence in granite, are probably due to the fact that laboratory tests typically produce more foreshock than aftershock events, contrary to the case observed in seismicity data ͓21͔. Another potential reason is that the two Omori laws refer to standard AE measurements and not specifically to ELE events, which thus could behave differently. Related issues are the difficulty in resolving separate events ͑overlapping͒ and the missing lowamplitude events hidden in sequences of higher-amplitude events. This fact accounts for the deficit of short waiting times already observed in the earthquake distributions ͓22͔, which is a potential problem also for the ELE analysis on laboratory specimens.
Both sets of rescaled distributions exhibit data collapse ͑shown in Fig. 6͒ , which illustrates the fulfillment of a scaling law:
Thus, for a given threshold M th , p Mth ͑͒ is determined by its rate r͑t͒ Mth and the scaling function f, which can be well approximated by a gamma function:
where ϵ r͑t͒ Mth is the rescaled waiting time.
As the scaling function f is introduced in such a way that the mean of is ͗͘ = 1, the parameters are not independent; for normalization constant= 1, ͗͘ = ␥x and therefore ␥ =1/ x. Thus, essentially, there is only one parameter to fit. The fit yields ␥ = 0.73Ϯ 0.07 and x = 1.56Ϯ 0.76 for concrete, and ␥ = 0.79Ϯ 0.09 and x = 1.36Ϯ 0.64 for granite. Therefore, we observe a slow power-law decay with exponent 1 − ␥ = 0.2-0.3 up to Ϸ 1, followed by a faster exponential decay for larger values of the argument. Both scaling collapses are statistically indistinguishable and in remarkable agreement with recent findings for earthquakes ͓23,24͔ and high-frequency AE in rock ͓25͔ and concrete ͓26,27͔ specimens ͑␥ Ϸ 0.7 and x Ϸ 1.5͒. This indicates that the universal scaling function describing the waiting-time distribution is still valid for these quasirigid vibration modes. In the present case study, the range of validity of the scaling law extends over six orders of magnitude, from the largest fractures of estimated ELE released energy of ϳ10 −7 J down to the smallest ones with energy smaller than 10 −13 J.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Statistical analysis of the temporal features of noise accompanying fracture of heterogeneous materials is carried out by means of the acoustic-emission technique on concrete and rock specimens under uniaxial compression. The use of a piezoelectric accelerometer working the frequency range ͑1-10 kHz͒ leads to the detection of low-frequency quasirigid body vibration pulses. The waiting-time distribution of these particular modes, also called ELEs, is described by a scaling law which is compatible with the one recently established for high-frequency acoustic emissions and earthquakes. The energy of these pulses, emitted from large cracks preceding the specimen failure, is found to extend over six orders of magnitude, from ϳ10 −7 J down to ϳ10 −13 J, while the scale of waiting times extends from ϳ10 −2 to 10 2 s. 
